Bottle Wood Wine Shelf
Mounting Instructions

Hardware Included: 3 Screws, 3 Anchors

Tools required:
- Phillips head screwdriver
- Tape measure
- Pencil
- Level
- Stud finder

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Determine the desired shelf mounting position on the wall.
2. Stud mounting is always recommended, so try to position the shelf over stud if possible. Use a stud finder to locate stud around the keyhole positions. If either position aligns with stud, use the provided metal mounting screws only (no anchor). If not, use both anchors and screws.
3. If a wood stud is present, use a Phillips screwdriver and secure a metal screw directly into the wall and into the aligned stud. Rotate the screw clockwise until the screw head is about 3/8” from the wall surface.
4. Mount the product on the wall by engaging the keyhole with the protruding screw head and now mark the two remaining wall through mounting holes of the product.
5. The provided Snap-screw cannot penetrate wood studs. Therefore we have to determine if any of the three marks of Step (4) happens to align with a wall stud. Use a stud-finder to determine this. If any mark does align with a stud, use a screwdriver to secure a provided screw into the wall at this mark when instructed to do so below.
6. For marks that do not align with a wall stud, use a screwdriver to install a provided Snap-screw into the wall at the mark. Engage the head of the Snap-screw with the screwdriver and position the Snap-screw’s tip at the mark. Rotate the Snap-screw clockwise while pushing it firmly into the wall. The Snap-screw will automatically drive itself into the wall. Continue rotating until the wide end of the Snap-screw becomes even with the wall surface. Do not over-tighten.
7. The product is ready to use.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
- Dust often with a soft, dry cloth.
- Do not use abrasive or harsh chemical cleaners on this product.

The hardware included with this item is meant for drywall or stud mounting only. If your walls are made from concrete, brick or plaster, please consult your local hardware store for assistance in selecting the appropriate hardware.

Thanks you for your purchase
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